Advances in the application of contrast-enhanced ultrasound in the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes
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Abstract: The accurate diagnosis and differential diagnosis of cervical lymph node lesions are very important for making scientific diagnosis and treatment strategy and evaluating the prognosis of the disease. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) can continuously observe the microcirculation and blood flow perfusion of lymph nodes, and significantly improve the accuracy of diagnosis of cervical lymph nodes, it has been gradually applied to localize the sentinel lymph node, guide biopsy, evaluate the treatment effect of lymph node and molecular imaging. This article reviews the recent advances in the application of CEUS in the diagnosis of benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes.
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The evaluation of cervical lymph nodes plays an important role in the diagnosis and treatment of tumors, especially in the proper management of head and neck tumors, it is related to the tumor stage, whether to operate, the range of operation, whether to carry out postoperative radiotherapy and other treatment, and the evaluation of prognosis. Conventional ultrasound is a practical imaging evaluation method for cervical lymph nodes. After more than 30 years of experience, its diagnostic efficiency can reach above 75%. CEUS is a new imaging method developed on the basis of conventional ultrasound. Microbubbles enter the blood circulation of target organs to form a new acoustic interface and enhance ultrasonic backscatter, it can better display the micro-vessels and capillary in the lymph nodes, and dynamically observe the blood perfusion in the lymph nodes in real time, so as to provide more abundant diagnostic information for the judgment of the nature of the cervical lymph nodes. In this paper, we reviewed the literature of recent years, in order to describe the methods and effects of CEUS in the evaluation of diseases of cervical lymph nodes.

1. The principle of CEUS and the feasibility of differentiating benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes

Because of the poor backscattering ability of blood cells, many new acoustic interfaces can be formed by adding gas with large acoustic impedance difference to the blood, which can enhance the intensity of ultrasonic backscattering. The microbubbles commonly used in contrast-enhanced ultrasound of cervical lymph nodes always flow in the blood circulation system without exudation outside the blood vessels, and the microbubbles contract and expand under the action of alternating sound pressure in the sound field, thus producing resonance, the backscattering intensity of microbubbles is stronger. The first generation of ultrasound contrast agents have a thick outer shell and poor resonant capacity [1], requiring imaging at a high mechanical index, coupled with poor stability, and microbubbles tend to rupture before reaching the microvascular network, it cannot reflect the microcirculation in the node effectively [2]. The main role of levovist is to enhance color or energy doppler blood flow signals. Benign and malignant lymph nodes have different patterns of vascular distribution. Benign lymph nodes are supplied by 1-2 lymphatic portal arterioles, which branch out from the arterioles at the lymphatic portal. Metastatic lymph node cancer tissues first enter the lymph node via an afferent lymphatic vessel, grow centripetal, and secrete angiogenesis-inducing factors that stimulate neovascularization [3]. Levovist can obtain relatively complete information of the distribution of blood vessels in lymph nodes, which can help to judge the nature of lymph nodes.

The second generation of ultrasound contrast agents have high bubble stability and good shell resonance, allowing continuous harmonic signals to be generated without breaking at low mechanical
indices, thereby obtaining real-time images, it is used to observe the microvascular perfusion in lymph nodes. Tumor tissue has specific microcirculation characteristics. The tumor tissue growing in the lymph node damages the local microvessel, although it can continuously induce the new blood vessel and form the microvascular network, but the microcirculation is not well developed, showing low efficiency and relatively insufficient function, in addition, neoplastic blood vessels were mainly distributed in the marginal area of active tumor growth, while they were prone to necrosis in the central area of the tumor. Therefore, the second generation microbubbles can provide valuable information for the diagnosis of lymph node diseases.

2. The history of CEUS was used to differentiate benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes

Conventional ultrasound techniques differentiate cervical lymph node disease by measuring or observing the characteristics of lymph node volume, aspect ratio, hilum, internal echo, border and vascular distribution pattern. Color or power doppler ultrasound is not sensitive to low velocity and blood flow, and cannot show the tiny blood vessels in lymph nodes well. It is difficult to display blood flow signal in small or deep lymph nodes, and it is often interfered by color artifacts in lymph nodes near great vessels, which limits the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes by conventional ultrasound. In addition, it is difficult for conventional ultrasound to detect small infiltrates in lymph nodes less than 5 mm in diameter. Therefore, a more effective imaging method is needed to supplement the deficiency of conventional ultrasound. Since the early 1990s, great progress has been made in the development of ultrasound contrast agents. The first and second generation of ultrasound contrast agents have been developed one after another, which lays a foundation for the study of cervical lymph node diseases by ultrasound contrast agents. Ultrasound contrast agent can be injected through vein and tissue, the latter includes three ways: subcutaneous, submucosa and parenchyma. The study of cervical lymph node usually adopts peripheral vein injection. Moritz et al. studied the blood flow patterns of enlarged cervical lymph nodes in patients with head and neck cancer using sonographic imaging. The results showed that the sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of metastatic lymph nodes were 100% and 98%, respectively, and 28% of the lymph nodes showed only blood vessels after angiography. However, Schulte-altedorneburg et al. showed that although lysophane can improve the blood flow signal of superficial lymph nodes, it cannot improve the diagnostic accuracy of benign and malignant diseases. This conclusion may be due to the small sample size: 27 malignant lymph nodes, only 5 benign lymph nodes, and the increase of color artifacts after angiography, which affect the identification of lymph node blood flow characteristics. Rubaltelli et al. used sonovue to analyze blood perfusion in suspected malignant superficial lymph nodes to reflect intranodal blood perfusion in a post-contrast enhanced manner, the results showed that the sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of benign and malignant lymph nodes were 92% and 93%, respectively. In malignant lymph nodes, the false-negative cases were all lymphomas, so the sensitivity of lymph node metastasis was 100%, which is consistent with the previous conclusion of Moritz et al. Rubaltelli et al. used sonovue to study superficial lymph node blood perfusion using quantitative analysis of CEUS, a technique that converts the echo intensity of each pixel on an image into a numerical value, the numerical values are rendered as color images by specific software. The closer the color image is to red, the greater the numerical value, that is, the greater the intensity, the closer the blue color image is to the numerical value, that is, the lower the intensity. According to the color distribution, the observer can delineate the region of interest and obtain the time-intensity curve, and differentiate the benign and malignant lymph nodes by analyzing the parameters. Rubaltelli et al. used sonovue to assess microinfiltrative foci in the cortex of superficial lymph nodes in patients with heterogeneous cortical thickening (2 times thinner at the thickest sites) and no other malignant manifestations on routine ultrasound, the results showed that the sensitivity and specificity of sonovue were 100% and 93.5%.

3. The performance of CEUS of benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes

3.1 Normal or reactive lymph node hyperplasia of the cervical

The pattern of blood vessel distribution was mainly portal blood flow, which showed radiating branches of blood flow signal and its emission in central lymphatic hilum, and the enhancement pattern of lymph nodes was homogeneous and significantly enhanced, the appearance of contrast media was central enhancement and peripheral enhancement, and the contrast media entered the peak with high enhancement of the whole lymph node and then subsided. The time-intensity curve shows a steep rise, then a rapid decline and then a slow decline at the peak. In the study of Zhang Y et al., in addition
to homogeneous and significant enhancement of the benign lymph nodes, the parenchymal irregular low or non-perfused region of the perihilum was also found, the reason may be that adipose tissue infiltration leads to lymphatic tissue compression to the margins, and the medullary adipose tissue of the lymph nodes may increase with age \[6\]. In addition, very few inflammatory lymph nodes exhibit filling defects \[2,3\], which may be associated with fibrosis.

3.2 Metastatic lymph nodes in the cervical

The distribution of blood vessels was peripheral blood flow or mixed blood flow. The peripheral blood flow showed the signal of blood flow around lymph node and its perforating branch. The enhancement patterns of metastatic lymph nodes were inhomogeneous enhancement, and the radiography showed marked enhancement from the periphery, but the distribution was uneven. Low or non-perfusion areas with different sizes were seen in the radiography, and then slowly subsided. The line of time-intensity curve is steep ascending branches, reached the peak of continuous slow decline, peak intensity is less than benign or lymphoma lymph nodes. The pathological control showed that the low perfusion area in the node was tumor tissue and the non-perfusion area was necrotic area. Some metastatic lymph nodes showed weak enhancement or lack of enhancement. When Rubaltelli et al. \[10\] used sonovue to study microinvasive lesions, they specified that the first 5 min after the contrast agent entered the lymph node was the arterial phase, and the first 6-20 min was the parenchymal phase, and when the arterial phase was found, the perfusion of the infiltrated area was lower than that of the surrounding cortex, showing as a low-enhanced area in the significantly enhanced lymph nodes, especially in the parenchymal phase.

3.3 Tuberculous lymph nodes in the cervical

At present, there are relatively few studies on CEUS of tuberculous lymph nodes in the cervical, and Wen BP et al. \[13\] reported that rim enhancement combined with central honeycomb-like or segmented-like enhancement, it may be a characteristic feature of CEUS in cervical lymph node tuberculosis. The reason for this is that when mycobacterium tuberculosis enters the lymph nodes and is engulfed by macrophages, it induces a delayed-type allergic reaction, causing caseous necrosis of cells, causing tissue destruction and formation of necrotic areas. Tuberculous lymph nodes can also appear as non-enhancing lymph nodes, often in small lymph nodes, because of extensive necrosis within the node. CEUS of tuberculous lymph nodes is sometimes difficult to differentiate from malignant lymph nodes, and should be combined with a comprehensive diagnosis such as spectrum doppler, the intranodal blood flow pulsatility index < 1.5 or can help to differentiate tuberculous lymph nodes from metastatic carcinomas \[14\]. If necessary, fine needle aspiration biopsy guided by ultrasound can be performed in the enhanced defect area, and the results are usually satisfactory.

3.4 Lymphoma of the cervical

The distribution pattern of blood vessels is mostly portal blood flow, which may be due to the fact that the lymphomas originate from the cells in the node and grow from the center to the periphery in a centrifugal manner, so the blood vessels of the lymphomas are similar to those of the normal lymph nodes. Giovagnorio et al. \[15\] reported hilar flow in 90 of 96 lymphoma lymph nodes, the remaining 6 showed peripheral or mixed flow and all were highly malignant subtypes, these results suggest that the distribution of blood vessels in lymph nodes may be related to pathological subtypes. Nakase et al. \[16\] used sonographic imaging to study vascular distribution patterns in different subtypes of lymphoma, and the results showed features of portal-type blood flow or B-cell lymphoma, whereas avascular type was seen in lymphocyte-depleted lymphoma, but its sample size is small and pathological subtype is not comprehensive. In addition, the lymph nodes of lymphoma had their own unique enhancement patterns: the perfusion areas were diffusely distributed with small dots in the early stage, then the dots fused with each other, and the lymph nodes in the venous stage showed significant homogeneous enhancement. The time-intensity curve showed that the ascending branch was steep and straight, and the peak time was shorter and the peak intensity was higher than that of benign or metastatic lymph nodes. The enhanced features of the above-mentioned lymphomas may be related to the abnormal dilatation of small arteries in the nodes.
4. CEUS, contrast-enhanced CT and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI in the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes

Contrast medium of contrast-enhanced CT and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI are iodine-containing contrast medium and paramagnetic contrast medium respectively. The former can enhance image density contrast of X-ray, while the latter can shorten the relaxation time of T1 and T2, affect signal intensity to enhance image contrast. They are different from the above ultrasound contrast agents in the metabolism process in vivo, after peripheral intravenous injection, they quickly reach equilibrium in the extracellular space between the blood vessel and the outside of the blood vessel, that is to say, they enter the equilibrium period. Unzurrunzaga E I et al. [17] performed enhanced CT analysis of cervical lymph nodes in 98 patients with pharyngeal and laryngeal tumors, the results showed a sensitivity of 82.0% and a specificity of 85.7% for the diagnosis of metastatic lymph nodes based on rim enhancement or central necrosis, which is consistent with other studies [18,19]. Fischbein NJ et al. [20] studied MRI dynamic enhancement parameters, including peak time, peak enhancement rate, and maximum enhancement rate, in 68 cervical lymph nodes from 21 squamous-cell carcinoma patients, the results showed that the peak time of lymph node metastasis was longer than that of normal lymph node, the peak enhancement rate was lower and the maximum enhancement rate was lower. When Hu Z et al. [21] analyzed the enlarged lymph nodes in the neck of 46 patients, they found that metastatic lymph nodes usually showed homogeneous thin ring, irregular or serrated enhancement on dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI, and no enhancement was found in the necrotic foci, the diagnostic accuracy of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI for metastatic lymph nodes was 76.1%. The results showed that the manifestations of lymph node diseases on contrast-enhanced ultrasonography, contrast-enhanced CT and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI were similar, CEUS is more effective than contrast-enhanced CT and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI in the differential diagnosis of benign and malignant cervical lymph nodes. [17-19] However, because a single injection of contrast agent can only study one resection, plane and other factors, CEUS has limitations in the overall assessment of the disease, such as the source of the primary tumor focus, tumor stage judgment. Contrast-enhanced CT is necessary for screening deep cervical lymph nodes such as retropharyngeal space lymph nodes. Therefore, contrast-enhanced CT can be used to detect suspected malignant cervical lymph nodes in patients with head and neck tumors, CEUS may be performed on the screened lymph nodes to obtain further diagnostic information. Others have found that the combination of CEUS and dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI is also an effective diagnostic tool [22].

5. Conclusion

CEUS provides more information from perfusion level for the evaluation of cervical lymph nodes and is of high diagnostic value. Although it has some limitations, such as the low mechanical index of the second-generation contrast agent, the image resolution is affected, but the development prospect of contrast-enhanced ultrasound is encouraging. In particular, some new techniques, such as needle-localization-guided techniques, help to guide biopsy material through contrast-enhanced ultrasound to improve diagnostic rates of needle biopsies [23]. Mauri G et al. [24] compared the results of CEUS-guided and conventional ultrasound-guided cervical tuberculous lymph node puncture, and concluded that CEUS increased the rate of complete biopsy and pathological diagnosis. Furthermore, CEUS can reduce the rate of lymph node aspiration, and a growing number of scholars advocate fine-needle biopsy of lymph nodes with local cortical thickening in patients with tumours [25], but because of human resource and economic constraints, needle biopsies of all suspected malignant lymph nodes are difficult to perform. Whereas multiple studies [26,27] have shown that CEUS has a high sensitivity for the diagnosis of lymph node metastases, up to 100%, and that it can screen lymph nodes for unnecessary biopsy by CEUS, thus greatly reduce the number of lymph nodes to be biopsied. In addition to intravenous ultrasound contrast agents for the observation of superficial lymph nodes, in recent years, many scholars [28,29] have used a novel second-generation contrast agent called Sonazoid by intratissue injection, detecting sentinel lymph node in animal models. Sonazoid also has tissue-specific characteristics, it can be engulfed by the reticuloendothelial system in lymph nodes, thus changing the echo intensity of lymph nodes. Goldberg et al. [30] subcutaneously injected a Sonazoid probe around a porcine malignant melanoma and observed the sentinel lymph node, and injected a 99TcM isotope at the same site for a comparative study, the results showed that the sensitivity of CEUS was 81.8%, higher than that of isotope sentinel lymph node 63.2%. The application of these new techniques in the evaluation of cervical lymph nodes needs further study.
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